
 

SMSC

@ Bishop 
Aldhelm's

Classroom Environment Reminders

RRSA Linked Class Charter * Keep safe poster for 
Pastoral care * Anti-Bullying Charter * Reflection & 

RE display * Psalm 23 vision on display * British 
Values Poster * British Values picture links * Values 
Logo display * Classroom roles and responsibilities * 

Class representatives for school groups * 
Recognition boards / Proud clouds * Behaviour for 

learning continuum and values.

Teaching Strategies

Opportunities to discuss interests and hobbies * 
Opportunities to debate and discuss issues that are 

important to the children * Reminders about 
learning behaviour values * Use of open questions to 

allow depth of response and consideration * 
Inclusive classroom practice - access to 

resources/activities to promote equality for all 
(Quality first teaching) * Using democracy to make 

decisions in the classroom.

Spiritual

Daily acts of worship demonstrating a range of Christian 
denominations and opportunities to explore faith and 

beliefs * Range of different visitors taking part in acts of 
worship * Daily reflection time including prayer and 

stillness and creative responses * Sense of awe and wonder 
when introducing new topics or aspects of the natural 

world * Reflection display with pupils quotes, prayers, bible 
verses and questions to prompt discussion * Stormbreak 

sessions linked to self-care, hope, optimism and resilience *  
Use of school reflection garden * Use of school chapel as a 

prayer space * Annual Prayer Space week *

Moral

Turn taking * Treating people fairly * Inclusive classroom * Ensuring 
that the whole class are part of the class charter and are following this 
* Use of a whole class target for the recgonition board * Recognition 

for showing the school values - awarding Bishop Bonds * Opportunities 
to debate and discuss issues that matter to the children * Making sure 
the children feel empowered to make the right choices and decisions * 

* Use of voting / democracy in the classroom to make decisions * 
Opportunities to learn about our government and services which 

promote the rule of law (e.g. police)

Social

Opportunities to build strong friendship networks both in and out 
of class *PSHE lessons linked to healthy relationships * Stormbreak 

sessions linked to Relationships and Confidence * Application of 
worship & reflection themes linking to friendships and kindness * 
Antibullying Ambassadors * Opportunities to play with a range of 

friendship groups * Pastoral / nurture intervention groups * A 
range of peer and group learning  with shared expectations of turn 

taking, different roles and responsibilities.

Cultural

PSHE lessons that celebrate differences and similarities 
* RE lessons covering a range of different religions and 
world views  * Links to topics e.g. Geography * Use of 
world maps * Cultural experiences through visits and 
trips * Celebrating EAL learners – Having words and 

phrases written in the different languages represented 
in your classroom * Broad range of cultural texts used 
in English curriculum, spread across the whole school. 

British Values 

All aspects of British Values are demonstrated 
through our SMSC work * PSHE lessons linked to 

British values as demonstrated by the values icons 
shared within lessons * Worship and reflection 
planners incorporate all 5 aspects of the British 
values where children have the opportunity to 

share and discuss. 

Loved by God; United in Learning 

The Lord is our Shepherd 

Our SMSC Agenda is an outward 

working of our school values of love, 

courage, unity and inspiration. 

 


